Abstract. We discuss for the process e+e -~Z ~ ~qc7 how final state photons can be used to disentangle the weak couplings of up and down type quarks. Since the flavour composition of multihadronic events with final state photons is different from that of all multihadrons, a combination of observables from the two samples allows the couplings to be determined. Both the Z ~ width and the forward-backward charge asymmetry at centreof-mass energies around Mzo can be used to constrain the weak couplings. Taking into account the theoretical uncertainties a precision for the sum of the square axial and vector couplings of 6 (v2+ a 2),-~4% for up and down type quarks separately seems feasible for 10 6 Z~ The precision from asymmetry measurements will be less significant.
I Introduction
One of the major goals in the study of Z ~ decays is the determination of the couplings of the fundamental fermions to the Z ~ They can be obtained using the cross section a(Z~ the forward-backward asymmetry vB A:f, or observables involving measurements of the polarization of either the initial or the final state. Leptons have an unambiguous signature simplifying measurements of their axial and vector coupling. Disentangling the couplings of specific quark types is much more involved and requires a detailed understanding of the structure of jets.
In this letter we discuss how the final state photon radiation from quarks [1] provides a simple way to determine the couplings of down and up type quarks. The basic idea of the method is that the samples of all multihadronic events and of those with final state photons are composed of different fractions of quark types. Since photons couple to the square of the electric charge ei of the quark, the fraction of charge 2/3 quarks is enriched in the sample containing final state photons. Assuming that all down type quarks (all up type quarks) are produced with the same cross section, the total multihadronic sample consists of NqqoC3.Na+ 2.Nu, (1) with Nd and Nu denoting the respective yields from down and up type quarks. In contrast the flavour mixture in the sample with final state radiation is, idealy, 2 Nqq~ oc 3-e2-N~+2.e..N. oc 3.Na+ 8.N..
Therefore observables depending on the weak couplings acquire different values for the two samples. Combining the two measurements enables us to obtain the weak quark couplings. A first application of our method can be found in [2] based on about 25 000 hadronic Z ~ decays collected at LEP. As observables we consider in the following the width of the Z ~ and the forward-backward asymmetry at a centre-of-mass energy E .... --Mzo.
These two yield the combinations of (v 2 +a~) and vi'ai of the vector and axial couplings separately for down and up quarks. Together they lead to tight constraints of the vector and the axial couplings for down and up type quarks.
In this letter we first show that final state photons can be identified in decays of the Z ~ produced in e + ecollisions. Using general, but realistic assumptions about possible photon identification we derive efficiencies and background estimations. Assuming a million multihadronic Z ~ decays we will then discuss the method and uncertainties involved in the determination of the couplings from the Z ~ width. We then address extensions of the method to the forward-backward asymmetry and to samples with a restricted flavour tag. The achievable precision of the weak couplings will be compared with the ones using other methods of quark flavour tagging.
During the discussion of the method we will frequently refer to the JETSET model [43. As of today it is the only model of multihadron production which includes both final state photon radiation and higher order QCD corrections. In the case of jet rates and inclusive particle production for pure hadronic events it shows excellent agreement with data over a wide range of c.m. energies. Although this gives confidence into the general validity of the model one has to be aware that the implementation of higher order QCD effects relies on several assumptions. These may affect the final state photon yield. For this paper the JETSET model will be used as a guide line to point out potential problems and attainable accuracies. It would be considerable support of these estimates if the JETSET prediction coincides with that from alternative models and a matrix element calculation including photon and gluon emission. Those are not yet available. It should be added that a lot of assumptions and properties of each model can be tested from the data themselves without reference to the photon yield.
Photon sources in the reaction Z ~ ~ hadrons
Photons in multihadronic events produced in e + e-annihilations can originate from 9 the incoming electrons ( Fig. la) or can be produced within the jet development. Although uncertain in details, the latter is well described by a showering process with the original quarks cascading down in virtuality by gluon emission. Finally the partons combine into hadrons which possibly decay. Four potential sources of photons can be identified: 9 primary quarks that couple directly to the Z ~ (Fig. lb) , (these photons will be referred to as 'primary photons'), 9 secondary quarks that are produced within the gluon cascade by the gluon splitting g ~ q c7 ( Fig. 1 c) (' secondary photons'), 9 hadrons, which electromagnetically decay, particularly n~ ( hadrons: a initial state radiation, b final state radiation from primary quarks, e final state radiation from secondary quarks, d from n o decays also emit hard gluons. Photons from the other sources are background and should be eliminated by appropriate selection criteria.
In evaluating the yield and differential distributions, the possible interference of the various contributions have to be taken into account. They could lead to deviations from the simple relation (2) . For this analysis only the interference of initial state radiation and primary photons is of importance. Denoting the amplitudes for initial and final state photon emission by C i, the matrix element can be formally written as daqa,/ __lcinitial(c~, xOi2 q_lcfinal(c~ ' X~)l 2 dx~'dc 7
with c~ the cosine of the photon angle with respect to the beam axis, and x~ = 2-E~,/Ecm the scaled photon energy. A calculation in order ~z 3 is presented in [3] . We will refer several times to results of a numerical integration of these formulae. Those are given on the patton level.
Photons from the initial state tend to be aligned along the beam and are theoretically well understood. They reduce the mass of the remaining multihadronic system. Since the cross section below the Z ~ mass is much lower than for Ecru : Mzo , initial state radiation is suppressed on the pole.
Around Ecru= Mzo the interference term is proportional to ey-(v} + a}) and thus depends also on the weak couplings. It is potentially significant in a kinematical region where both the initial and final state photons contribute.
The photon contribution of interest for this analysis originates from the quarks. In first order QED the differential distribution for final state photon bremsstrahlung is [3] daq-~ oc ~ x~+x2 (4) dx,i.dx q 2.re (1--Xq)' with xi=2"Ei/Eem, Zxi=2, ~ the electromagnetic coupling constant, e I the charge of quark type f, and v I, a s the vector and axial couplings of quark f. The sum goes over all flavours. Apart from the couplings it is identical to the first order QCD matrix element for gluon bremsstrahlung. Since up type quarks radiate more likely, the quark mixture in radiative events is changed relative to the total event sample. QCD effects alter the yield and the differential distributions of photons. With smaller virtual masses Q2 of the quark photon system higher order QCD effects become more important [3] . For Q2..~ 1 GeV, close to the hadron mass scale, photon emission is theoretically uncertain. Restricting the analysis to photons emitted with high transverse momentum relative to the quarks, retains photons produced at high Q2, i.e. in a region where only the lowest order QED and QCD corrections are important. With these photons other potential problems are also avoided: collinear photon emission depends on the mass of the emitting fermion. For photons at large transverse momenta quark masses become unimportant. Also the background to primary photons is significantly reduced.
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To estimate the yields and distributions of the background from secondary photons and/or hadronic decays one relies on specific models. On the other hand, general arguments suggest that their properties are sufficiently distinct that they can be distinguished from the interesting primary photons.
9 Photons from secondary quarks (Fig. lc) are suppressed since the branching g~gg dominates over g ~ qq. Moreover, the energies of these secondary photons are much smaller than those from primary photons since at least two steps in the cascade of decreasing virtuality have to preceed. 9 Photons from hadron decays (Fig. 1 d) , particularly from rc~ produced in the fragmentation, are found mostly within jets, i.e. with other particles in their vicinity. 9 The same applies for bremsstrahlung from the final hadrons on the mass shell. In addition it should be strongly suppressed because of the relatively high hadron masses. This source will be neglected in the analysis.
In the following section we will discuss cuts to select final state photons efficiently. For a precise determination of the quark couplings the selection is required to have little background, not to bias any quark flavour, and to preserve the proportionality of (2).
Selection of final state photons
The background sources can be eliminated by a number of cuts taking into account the special properties of each photon contribution. A quantitative estimate can be obtained with a Monte Carlo simulation [4] . Their effect on the signal and the various competing processes is displayed in Fig. 2 and Table 1 . Here wide preliminary cuts of cr < 0.98 and E~ > 0.4 GeV are used.
The efficiency of rejecting the fragmentation background due to neutral 'jets' depends on the specific properties of the detection device (longitudinal, lateral segmentation of the calorimeter, density of the showering material etc.). In general only rc~ will pose a potential problem. In the figures and tables the following procedure is therefore adopted: Only rc~ will be considered as fragmentation background and for all kinematical cuts they are conservatively assumed to be stable. The Fig. 2a .
The primary photons have a harder momentum spectrum than the background. Selecting photons with x~ =2"E~/E~m>O.16 (E~>7.5 GeV) discards most of the initial state photons and reduces the fragmentation background by more than an order of magnitude. Primary photons are reduced by a factor 3.
The distributions of the retained photons as a function of the transverse momentum Pr with respect to the thrust axis (including the photon) are displayed in Fig. 2b . A cut in pr>5 GeV reduces the fragmentation background by another factor 40. Primary and secondary photons are much less affected. Note that the contribution from initial state radiation is only marginally reduced since it is in general not correlated with the remaining jets.
Since in first order QCD or QED the differential distribution of jets (i.e. hard gluons) and photons is identical, hadron production dominates over photons by (9(es/~) even away from the jet axis. The hadron background can be strongly suppressed by requiring the photon candidate to be isolated. The remaining contribution from rc~ is still significant and can be further reduced by exploiting details of the shape of electromagnetic clusters. Its efficiency and power of background rejection depends on the specific detection method. We refrain from discussing details. Most of the background from ~~ is concentrated at low energies. There we assume that 75% of the ~~ can be rejected whilst retaining 95% of genuine photons. At higher energies the rejection will be less efficient, but in total only very few rc~ are retained.
In summary, we will base the analysis on the following cuts:
9 Icos 01_-<0.8 9 xT=2"E~/Ecm>0. 16 9 pr>5 GeV 9 the momentum sum of all charged and neutral particles within a cone of half opening angle c~ = 10 ~ around the photon must not exceed 250 MeV.
Within the shower models a sequence of emissions of gluons and photons is defined. Using the model of [4] we find that, without cuts, most photons are emitted after the first gluon bremsstrahlung. Applying our cuts 83% of the photons are emitted before gluon radiation.
This indicates that for our selection higher order QCD corrections become less important.
With these cuts we retain 11% of the primary photons and 23% of those emitted before the first gluon. The remaining background is about 20%. Half of it is due to the well understood initial state radiation. The other half is due to the less certain fragmentation background. Several ways of estimating its contribution are possible and have been applied by previous experiments. Apart from a statistical analysis of cluster properties, isospin symmetry can be invoked to estimate the rc ~ yield from that of isolated charged pions. As a result the systematic uncertainty will be reduced with increasing statistics and is expected to be smaller than the statistical uncertainty. Note that, if necessary, the fragmentation background can be reduced further by tighter cuts.
The retained sample has not only a good signal to background ratio, but also avoids biases against specific quark flavours and retains the proportionality (2): Using the Monte Carlo simulation of [4] we evaluated the dependence of the photon yield on the quark mass. Within the shower models used, biases towards light quarks are introduced if no cuts on the photon are applied. As mentioned before, jet development is viewed as a branching process with quarks cascading down in virtuality until they reach 'masses' of about one GeV. As a result light quarks will branch more often, whereas e.g. the bottom quark stops emitting photons relatively early. Before our cuts on the photon the ratio of primary photons in Z ~ ~bb-over those in Z~ is about 0.6. This ratio is displayed in Figs. 3 a, b as a function of x~, and (after selecting x~>0.16) as a function of the transverse momentum Pr with respect to the thrust axis. The results are obtained with a Monte Carlo simulation. Whereas an increase in the minimum energy hardly affects the ratio, it approaches unity for pr> 5 GeV. This result underlines the importance of the Pr cut.
A potential distortion from the proportionality (2) is due to the interference of initial and final state photons. This contribution is not included in [4] but can be estimated by integrating the matrix element given in [3] . On the pole the interference term contributes about 0.4% to the total cross section of qq7 production for the cuts applied. The interference is positive for down type quarks (+ 1.6%) and negative for up type quarks (-0.9%). The overall contribution to o-(q~7 ) is small, but the flavour dependence has to be taken into account for a high precision determination of the up and down type couplings. One should be aware that the significance both of the initial state and of the interference increases rapidly away from the pole. Whereas the cross section for the initial state contribution depends only marginally on the quark flavour, there is a large difference in the interference contribution for up and down type quarks. In Fig. 4 we display the relative contribution of the initial and final state interference on the total qc]7 cross section
for up and down type quarks around the Z ~ mass. The flavour specific contribution from the interference changes rapidly with energy and is substantial even slightly away from the peak. Assuming the couplings expected in the standard model, the contributions from all flavours add up to almost zero. This delicate cancellation, however, depends on the relative contributions of up and down type quarks and thus on the true weak couplings. These distortions have to be taken into account when combining events around the Z ~ peak. To simplify the discussion we will consider only data taken at the Z ~ mass. Before turning to the evaluation of the quark couplings let us point out that it is a new feature in e + ecollisions that a high fraction of the primary photons can be unambigousty identified. At lower e + e-centerof-mass energies evidence for final state radiation has come predominantly through the interference of initial and final state photon emission. This interference results in a forward-backward charge asymmetry [1] that has been observed by various experiments at c.m. energies around 30 GeV [5] . At these energies identification of photons radiated by a quark was prevented by the abundance of initial state radiation and by the broadness of jets. Typically only 15% of the experimentally tagged photons were due to final state radiation. On the Z ~ all of these problems are substantially reduced. The stronger collimation of jets allows prompt photons to be identified much closer to the jet axis. In addition the importance of initial state radiation is considerably reduced.
Although photon emission is suppressed by (9(~), the expected yield after the above selection criteria is still sizeable and 0.2% of all hadronic events are expected to have an observable final state photon. The further discussion will be based on 1.106 hadronic decays of the Z ~ or ~ 2000 multihadrons with hard photons.
The aim of the analysis is to estimate to what precision the weak quark couplings can be determined using these photon events. In the standard model notation, the vector and axial couplings are given by and ay=Z.~/p.I3,y, (6) with I3,f the weak isospin, e I quark charge, and 0w is the weak mixing angle. With the standard model expectation and sin 2 0w=0.23 this leads to va=0.69, v,,=0.39, and aa, u = T-1, p takes into account radiative corrections and reflects the structure of the Higgs sector. In the following discussion we assume that the electron couplings a e and Ve are known to a precision such that their contributions to the errors obtained from this analysis can be neglected. Note that their sign can be determined from the z polarization or from combining measurements of e § e-~ e § e-and v scattering. In addition we assume that only the known five quarks contribute to the hadronic width. In fact, we determine the sum of all d quark type couplings and the sum of all u type quark couplings. For simplicity we quote the couplings for one quark of a certain type, implicitly assuming the weak couplings of all charge 1/3 and of all charge 2/3 quarks to be the same. Within the standard model this is true to good accuracy. The bottom quark coupling deviates from the universality due to its particular affinity to both the Higgs boson (largest mass) and the top quark (same generation). Depending on the Higgs and top masses, its partial width differs by about 1% from that for the strange and down quark.
Determination of v 2 + a 2 using the Z ~ width
The overall magnitude of weak couplings c/= v} + a} of up and down type quarks can be determined by combining the measurement of the total hadronic width Fhad with the yield of events with hard photons.
The hadronic width is given in the standard model in first order QCD as ~s Gu.M~ (1+~).(3.ca+2.c,,) , 
c,,).
The total radiative correction to the hadronic width in first order QED is proportional to a novel combination of electro weak charges [6] Fqq(r )=N~. Gu. Mz ~ 3 c~ 1 24.rc~ 47t 9 (3"cd+8"c')"
To obtain this formula all photonic final states are added up including collinear and infrared photons and the vertex correction is taken into account properly. As discussed avove, only hard and isolated photons are directly observable. Their yield depends on the selection criteria applied and can best be normalized with a Monte Carlo simulation including final state photons. If only primary photons are selected the yield is also proportional to 3"Cd+8"C u. These equations can be expressed in terms of combinations of the weak quark couplings
where Nqo~ is the number of multihadronic events with hard final state photons and 'MC' denotes the Monte Carlo expectation, 'obs' the observed yield. These two measurements provide a system of linear equations that can be solved for c, and ce. For the canonical event yields the statistical accuracy for ca and c~ is -0.04 or 3%. We address the systematic uncertainty next. In the absence of alternative models and matrix element calculations we estimate those within the JET-SET model [4] . The confidence in these estimates relies eventually on the results from alternative approaches. However, the error sources addressed here should be of general nature. In addition it seems likely that possible descrepancies between the approaches can be resolved by comparing relevant distributions like the photon energy spectrum, jet masses and rates.
The error of Sqq is mainly due to uncertainties in Fhad and e~. Apart from statistical uncertainties, the main contributions to 6Fhad stem from the luminosity measurement, and from the acceptance. For the 106 Z~ the uncertainty on the hadronic width will be -1%. The error in the QCD corrections can be estimated from e § e-measurements at lower energies. From combining measurements of o (e § e----> hadrons) from various experiments at lower energies, the QCD contribution (i.e. the expansion in all orders of ~s) is measured to be 6.0 + 1.1% at 34 GeV [7] . Since cq decreases with energy this contribution is smaller at Z ~ energies. We will assign an error of 1% to Sqq due to the QCD contribution. In total we therefore have
6Sqq _/[6I'h,a\ 2 / 6(~Jrc) \2
~qq --V/ ~had) "~-~-~(1-~-~S~)) --0.015. Uncertainties in Sqa ~ originate from the proper treatment of photon radiation and QCD corrections. We will start with uncertainties directly related to the photon.
The treatment of initial and final state interference in (9 (~) was discussed in the previous section. Note that it is not incuded in JETSET. Higher order QCD corrections alter the impact of the interference term. However, as discussed before, photons in events with hard gluon emission tend to be less energetic and will be less frequently accepted by our cuts. We assign an uncertainty of 0.5% to this effect, which amounts to the total size of the interference contribution at the Z ~ mass assuming standard model couplings.
Another source of uncertainty arise potentially from the magnitude of the electromagnetic coupling eem" Since C%m is running with Q2, the predicted number depends on the Q2 to be used. For this analysis we are using only real photons, the electromagnetic coupling has therefore to be considered in the Thomson limit [8] .
More substantial are the QCD corrections. Uncertainties in the photon yield are due to hard partons (jets) or soft hadrons scattering into the isolation cone, and are due the relation of the electromagnetic and strong coupling which reflects itself both in the absolute rate and the energy spectrum of photons. We discuss those within the framework of the JETSET program.
The differential distribution of hard partons may influence the isolation properties of photons. Higher order corrections in as are taken into account in the Monte Carlo program of [4] using a leading log approximation. An uncertainty could arise from details of their implementation. In general they should be small since our cuts suppress photons in multi-jet events: typically 40% of the events have an additional hard third jet. Moreover, the observed structure of multijet production is well reproduced by the JETSET Monte Carlo. The measured jet rates are in excellent agreement with the Monte Carlo expectation [9] . Also the angular correlation in 4-jet events is well reproduced [10] . Small discrepancies exist, but they hardly affect this analysis. Since the branching q ~ q g and q --* q 7 are very similar, the multi parton and 7-parton distributions are related. With the 2000 events considered in this analysis, detailed tests of the correct implementation of photon and parton distributions can be made. With the several hundred of events having in addition a hard gluon also higher order QCD corrections can be tested. This suggests the uncertainty in the q~Tg implementation to affect the photon yield within our cuts to the level of 2%. The simulation allows also multiple photon emission from the parton shower, they are of C (0~2m) and therefore negligible.
We have analyzed several potentially uncertain parametrizations in the JETSET program that could affect the number of photons retained by the cuts.
For the simulation [4] the fraction of photons was found to depend on the QCD scale parameter AQC o. In addition some dependence on the model specific cutoff-mass Qo was observed.
9 The cut-off parameter Qo determines the minimum virtuality of quarks before they hadronize. Thus photons or gluons are emitted only from quarks of virtual masses of more than Qo. We analyzed the dependence of the yield of final state photons for Qo's between 1 and 5 GeV choosing its value for gluon and photon emission to be the same. If we just require a minimum photon energy of x~=0.16, the number of photons decreases with increasing Qo as a result of the less frequent branchings. Requiring an additional Pr of at least 5 GeV we observe the opposite effect: the photon yield increases with increasing Qo-This dependence does not change with an additional isolation cut (Fig. 6a) . Within the simulation this variation is due to the changes of the integration limits over the Altarelli-Parisi splitting function. We find the dependence hard to understand intuitively. Several different measurements, specifically sensitive to the value of Qo prefer its value to be 1 GeV (see [-12, 13] ). A variation of + 0.5 GeV changes Nqq~ by 2%. 9 The QCD scale parameter AQCD, which is specific to the shower model used and cannot be identified with A~rs, governs the frequency of parton branchings in the shower model. The relative occurance of photon and gluon emission depends on the relative strength of the coupling constants ~ and ~s. The variation of the photon yield after cuts with Aoc D is shown in Fig. 6b . Both from the general event shapes and from the jet rates the preferred value of Aoc D is close to 300 MeV. The possible variations are currently (-10, +20) MeV [13] or +_50MeV [14] leading to a change of 2.5% in the number of photons.
Uncertainties due to the hadronization mechanism are usually estimated by comparing the predictions from various simulation programs. As yet final state photons have only been incorporated into one Monte Carlo program. Moreover, the outcome of the simulation programs depends on the choice of free parameters related to details of the parton branching and/or the hadronization. The simulation used provides an excellent description of the event topologies and inclusive particle distributions over a wide range of center-of-mass energies from Ecru = 14 GeV to 91 GeV [15, 16, 13] . As a result its parameterizations are already significantly constrained by the data. This will be even more true on the basis of 106 hadronic events assumed for this analysis. Differences between fragmentation models will be either solved or washed out. The dependence of the final yield on fragmentation effects was therefore studied with model [4] by varying parameters that could affect the isolation requirement, which is the dominant source of uncertainty. In particular we 9 made the jets wider by changing the average transverse momentum of the hadrons to the quark axis, 9 changed the coherent gluon branching into a noncoherent one.
Neither of the variations produced any significant change in the final photon yield. Potentially critical jet properties like the particle and energy flow of soft particles, that could affect the isolation criteria, can be specifically checked with the data.
These considerations indicate that uncertainties within the JETSET model could be about 3.5%. To evaluate the influence of this accuracy on the weak quark couplings we combine the systematic error with the statistical uncertainty which is of comparable size for the assumed data set. Solving the linear equation system (10), (11) taking into account the systematic and statistical errors yields a precision of 6 ca = 0.04; 6 c, = 0.06.
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The resulting allowed range in the c, versus ca plane is also displayed in Fig. 5 a. The corresponding regions for the axial and vector couplings of up and down type quarks are displayed in Figs. 5b and c. Since only the magnitude v 2 +a 2 can be determined, this region is a circular band in the v I versus a s plane for the two quark species. A more reliable evaluation of the error for the final state photon yield can only be pursued once alternative models and particularly an exact matrix element calculation is available. However, the advertized precision does not seem unreasonable: One interesting result from the above discussion within JETSET is that the photon yield depends on cq approximately as 6N'~0.5. 6~
(13) N~ cq
The fact that the uncertainty in 7s leads to a smaller uncertainty in N~ can also be expected from matrix element calculations. In (9(~em) the photon yield does not depend on cq at all. The dependence only arises through corrections of C(~m' ~). On the other hand in the theoretically well defined MS scheme ~s(Mzo) is known to ,-~7% [11] , suggesting a final precision of 3-4%. It should also be noted, that a tighter selection of photons like higher energies and higher transverse momentum to the jet axis reduces the sensitivity to higher order QCD effects. The loss in statistical accuracy may be compensated by an smaller systematic error. In this case the measurement may improve with the eventually available statistics at LEP.
Determination of v.a from the forward-backward asymmetry
The couplings can be further constrained using the forward-backward asymmetry. Neglecting QED and QCD contributions, the forward-backward asymmetry is proportional to (vs.as)/(v}+a}). At ]//s=Mz=91.14GeV one idealy expects [17] Adra a +0.0980, FB_ = Aua -+0.0671, (here the top and the Higgs masses are assumed as mt = 150 GeV and ran= 100 GeV). Without knowledge of the quark flavour only the charge asymmetry in events can be measured, yielding a significantly reduced observable asymmetry. 
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where re, ae are the respective couplings for electrons. On the other hand, the asymmetry for events with hard photon radiation, being of a different mixture of up and down type quarks is expected to be (neglecting at the moment contributions from the interference of initial and final state radiation)
Here and in what follows we define the asymmetry A charge based on the number of positively charged primary quarks in the two hemispheres with respect to the beam direction. Denoting the numbers as N1, N2 for the intervals [1, 0] and [0,-1] of cos0 respectively, AFB=(N 1 --N2)/(N~ +N2). Note that events with a hard photon may lead to topologies with both quarks in one hemisphere. The above equations can be rewritten as
1 charge
Once Sqq and Sq~ are known from the total and radiative hadronic width, va'aa and v,.a, can be determined from these two equations.
Initial state radiation modifies the expected asymmetry. After photon emission the resulting e + e-mass is lower than the nominal c.m. energy. Since, for each flavour, the electroweak asymmetry is rapidly decreasing with lower energy A charge is also changed. The resulting charge asymmetry depends on the variation of the flavour content with energy and on the detailed dependence for each flavour type. This effect is important for both the full multihadron sample and the one with final state photons. With the initial state generator of [18] as implemented in [4] we find the overall forward-backward charge asymmetry to be modified to Aeh_arge = --0.032 A chyge = +0.018.
qq "~qq'~
We will now consider the theoretical and experimental uncertainties and distortions due to the experimental procedure of measuring the quark charge. Systematic uncertainties for the determination and interpretation of the quark asymmetries have been summarized in [19] . They amount to ~ 0.002 and are dominated by the uncertainty in es in the QCD correction of the asymmetry. For the qq7 events also the interference of initial and final state bremsstrahlung has to be considered. Although on the Z ~ the total contribution of this interference is small, it has significant influence on the asymmetry: it is destructive or constructive depending on the quark flavour and the polar angle. The asymmetry due to this inference has been observed by several experiments operating around Ecru=30 GeV [5] . On the Z ~ its effect is to reduce the magnitude of the asymmetry for down type quarks by 2.3% and to increase the asymmetry for up type quarks by 1.7%. This shift in the asymmetry depends on a mixture of terms depending on v. a and rE+ a 2. Since here we are interested in v. a the shift has to be corrected for. The precision with which it is known contributes to the systematic error. To estimate its effect we have varied the isolation cut and the PT cut within experimentally reasonable limits of 5~ ~ and 2.5<pT<7.5 GeV. We found that the effect from the interference term changes the asymmetry by less than 0.003. Higher order QCD corrections may also alter the observable asymmetry, but as mentioned before, their effect should be rather small due to the cuts applied.
On the experimental side the largest systematic uncertainty stems from the challenge of finding the charge direction of the primary quarks from the many hadrons bundled in jets. The understanding of jet development suggests that the properties of the primary quarks are dominantly reflected in the properties of the most energetic particles in a jet. This theoretical conjecture has been supported by several experiments (see review in [12] ), leading to the proposal of the weighted jet charge E20]
Q=Sx~[.qi (12) .
Here xi= 2-pJEcm is the scaled momentum of particle i, qi its charge and e is a free parameter that emphazises high momentum particles. From Monte Carlo studies the optimum is found to be ~0.75. The sum goes over all particles in a jet. The reliability r for determining the charge sign can be improved by using both jets to form Q1-Q2. It depends on the quark flavour i and is largest for charge 2/3 quarks (~0.83) and smallest for the bottom quark (~ 0.68). As a result the observed asymmetry is reduced to Aeharge, obs = Z(2.ri_ 1). A~ harge, (13) 
where the sum goes over all flavours. Here we assumed that r does not depend on the polar angle. The expected observable asymmetry is Ach_arge --0.008, A ch-arge ~' +0.017.
qq "~qq7
The method of charge determination has been successfully applied at lower c.m. energies (e.g. [21] ). The systematic error in r comes from the uncertainties in modelling the fragmentation and from the potential losses of (low energetic) particles due to acceptance cuts. Several cross checks with the data can be made by e.g. analyzing the product or difference of the weighted jet charges. With a million hadronic Z ~ decays the statistical precision of these checks will be --~ 10-3 or r~/tch-arge~ 0.002. Apart to the charge determination. As seen from the discussion above, several corrections have to be applied to the data before relations (16) and (17) can be used. In summary we believe they will contribute an error of 0.006 to the asymmetry of q~7 events. Together with the smallness of the observable asym-metry this error imposes severe limitations on the achievable accuracy. For a geometrical acceptance of hadronic events of [cos 0Thrustl <0.9, the products of the axial and vector couplings will be measurable with 6 (yd. ae) 6 (vu" a,) ~0.50; --,-~0.90 (22) Ud" ad Vu 9 au for 106 Z ~ 's. Note that according to the above discussion the precision will improve with larger statistics. The cross over point where statistical and systematic errors are comparable is a about the tenfold statistics. With these errors the relative sign of the axial and vector couplings is determined. Together with the results on v 2 + a 2 from the width, the hyperbolas in Fig. 5 b and c denote the allowed regions from the asymmetry measurement.
The remaining ambiguity can be resolved using e.g. data from lower e § energies. From the analysis of a(e+e ~hadrons) which is sensitive to the couplings of all quark types and of the forward-backward charge asymmetry of charm and bottom quarks, measured by various experiments between 5 and 55 GeV. The weak effects at these energies are dominated by the interference of 7 and Z ~ exchange. Therefore rr(e +e-hadrons)ocSvy and Aiocay, i.e. are sensitive to the sign of the vector and axial coupling provided the sign of the lepton couplings is known. Assuming universal quark couplings, Marshall [22] concludes va= -0.35-t-0.95 a~= -1.02+0.15,
v,= -0.03+0.75 a,= 1.13 _+ 0.10.
These results single out the correct region.
Applications to partially tagged events
Up to now the discussion was based on all hadronic events. The method can also be applied to samples containing a different mixture of up and down type quarks. This is particularly interesting for samples containing combinations of up, down, and strange quarks, which cannot so easily be tagged individually. All these considerations require a substantially larger statistics. We therefore assume 5.106 multihadrons, as expected for the first phase of LEP operation. In these cases only the statistical error was considered. It is beyond this paper to discuss the systematic errors. Note that for the asymmetry measurement one does not require the weighted charge, since most of the tagged particles carry the sign of the primary quark. The strong variation of the interference of initial and final state photons with c.m. energy, discussed in Sect. 3, offers a way to determine the weak couplings. Its dependence on some combination of the weak couplings is more involved. A way to measure the interference is via the ratio Nqq~/(N~q~init -~-' ' qqT]~final)" where "' qqY]~init' final denotes the expected number of events with hard photons expected from initial and final radiation (without interference). Since the interference term almost cancels in the sum over all quark flavours, the sensitivity to the weak couplings will be low. It would be preferable to use flavour tagged events, but the statistics required are prohibitive. To observe in the ratio a significant deviation from unity requires several million of Z ~ events. It seems unlikely that such a sample will ever be available off the Z ~ peak.
Conclusion and comparison to standard tagging methods
We have shown how final state photons in multihadronic Z ~ decays can be used to derive the quark couplings. An analysis based on the JETSET simulation indicates that with one million events a precision of about 4% for ci = v 2 + a 2 and of 50 and 90%, respectively, for vi. ai can be expected. To establish this precision more theoretical input is needed and detailed comparisons of the structure of hadronic events and the corresponding model predictions are required.
These numbers can be compared to the standard tagging methods for single flavours. They use completely or partially reconstructed hadrons indicative of a certain flavour: D*'s for charmed events, (~'s for strange events or protons for up type events. Their efficiency is typically a few percent, with the positive exception of the bottom quark, tagged by either high Pr leptons or secondary vertices, that could reach 10-20% and the negative exception of the down quark which is elusive. These specific tags have the advantage of being in principle sensitive to possible differences of the couplings of different flavours. This is especially important for those of the bottom quark that are particularly affected by top and Higgs mass effects. However, the potential sensitivity of the standard methods of flavour tag is limited by systematic problems.
The conventional methods have a 10-100 times better efficiency than the photon tag, but the errors in Fyy or V 2 +a 2 will be restricted due to systematic limitations. These are due to uncertainties in the branching ratios of charmed and bottom hadrons, to the relative particle yields in the fragmentation or to the shape of the fragmentation function. As a result the systematic uncer-tainty will be (9(10-20%). For large event samples the errors can be significantly reduced by tagging the flavour of both jets [24] at the expense of a much reduced efficiency. It will be about 1% for bottom quarks and between 10 .3 and 10 -4 for other flavours. In contrast the determination of v2+a 2 using final state photons will give a much better precision for all quark flavours with the possible exception of the bottom quark.
The situation is different for the measurement of v-a via asymmetry. Here the smallness of the effective charge asymmetry renders a high precision from the photon method unlikely. For asymmetry measurements using the standard tagging methods, on the other hand, many of the uncertainties mentioned in the previous paragraph become irrelevant. In these cases one can reach (~ (l) i 9 ai)/(l) i 9 ai),~ 0.05-0.25 depending on the flavour. This is superior to what one can hope for from the photon sample.
Due to the complexity of jets it will be difficult to unravel the weak quark couplings in Z ~ decays. Minimizing the errors requires the application of various kinds of flavour tag. Here we have discussed a new method which is completely independent from those previously suggested. It will provide additional significant constraints on the allowed range for the weak quark couplings.
